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Powders (60 w dim) of constantan and pure copper mre compressed
statically Into cylindrical greens (20.3 m dim, 5.3 m long) with a flut
Interface separatlnq the tm prowlers. A 20+mn propellant qun was used to
nerate In the green
accelerate a flyer of Lexan, copper, or almlnum, and
a shock wave with front parallel tu the Cu/constantan rnterface. The
voltages I@ueen opposite ends of the greens ~re masured ●s a function of
time and for shock pressures bet-en 1.3 and 9.4 6Pa. Mm
the sh~k wave
arrives at the Cu/constantan Interface, the voltage signal shows an ~rupt
Increase. uhlch lasts bet~en 45 and 81 ns and leads to a mak temperature
T.
After t~ls, the hotter and cooler parts of the cmpact equilibrate
aEd the temperature decreases to a value Th. U’th Increasing shock
pressure, Th Increases from 425 to 1215 K. The measurements of Th are
In excellent agreenmt with the temperatures ca culated frm the nmasured
flyer veloclty, the Huqoniot for copper powder, ●nd thermodynenlc data for
the flyer and powders.

.
.

..

1.

lNTRODUCTION

The propagatIon of a shock wave throuqh a porous material Is a hlqhly nonconservative process, since slqnlflcant energy Is dissipated durlno the
shock rise tlm.

For shock waves of sufficient strenqth, the powder

reaches the bulk density Ly the end of the shock rise time . Because the
rise tlmps are typically 40-BO ns, the plastic strain rate near the
material surroundlnq the orlqlnal cavities can be as hlqh as 107 s-l.
For aptlmn

shock parmeters, the heavily deformed material melts, tine

the less deformed material (away fran the cavities) reaches a much louer
temperature. Furthermore, because the material veloclty In the shocked
powder Is not constant, frlctlon between powder particles Is thouqht to
raise the temperature of the particle surfaces. Evidence of local mltlng
alonq particle boundaries and at sites of pore coalescence have been
provided on the basis of mtal Iographlc malyses of the canpacts [1-3].
The subsequent quenchlnq of the melt pools by heat conduction Into the
less deformd

regions lasts approxlmatel!y th = d2/40, where d Is the

particle dimeter
th m 2~ns
L4].

and D is the thermal dlffuslvlty. Typically,
Thus, for Internal temperature differences of a few

hundred Kelvin, the mslt pools cool at rates of the order of 109 K/s.

For

the approplate alloys, this quenchlnq is sufficiently fast to solldlfy the
melt Into mtastable structures. Indeed, shock waves have been used to
cansolldate anorphous powders [51 and rapidly solidified pouders [6-8]
without an appreciable chanqe In their mlcrostructures.
Several nWe Is anl calculatIons have been recentIy advanced [3,4,6,!?1
to describe the d~amlc events occurrlnq durlnq the shock consolidation of
powders. The evaluat~on of these models reaulres accurate measurements of
the tem~rature klnetlcs during shock consolidation. Startlnq with the
work of Jacquesson [101 In 1959, several ●fforts have been made to measure
the temperature rise behind a shock front uslnq thermocouples. However,
In the early
mre

●xperiments, the

temperatures deduced fran the mea:~red mf

twofold to threefold larger than those inferred from m?asured shock

parameters.

It has recently beccnneclear that the anomalously larqe

signals wre

due to experlnnwtal artifacts. Bloomqulst and coworkers

[11,12] reviewed the literature and performed experiments using dlffusionbonded mtalllc pairs.

In these carefully-controlledexperiments, the

m?asurQd emf was within 20% of the predicted value.

An Important source of error In the
was frlctlon between the tm

~tals

●arly

thermocouple experlm?nts

forming the thermocouple, or between

the thermocouple and the m?dlum In filch these =re

I*dded.

to reallze that If the thermocouple and the medlm

It 1s easy

have different

Nugonlots, the shock wave wI1l accelerate them to different particle
velocities. Friction between these parts wI1l Increase the temperature of
the thermocouple above that In the rest of the wdium

and thus give an

excessive signal. This deleterious ●ffect Is nmre pronounced In porous
Therefore, wire or thin foil thermocouples Imbeded in Povders

=dia.

cannot be expected to yield rellable shock temperatures. Ch the other
hand, It has been shown by &sterenko [13], that ~anlngfull emf sfgnals
can be obtained with thermocouples form?d by tbm metallic powlers. The
method requires that the Interface betwen the powders be parallel to the
shock front and that the tm

pobders be of slmllar densities and size

distribution, but of different thermoelectric powers.

In Nesterenko’s

experiments the thermocouple was made fran powders of copper ?Id nickel
with particle sizes between 0.1 and 1 m.
bet~en

These -re

shocked to pressures

0.9 and 2.5 GPa.

In the present experiments the thermocouple was formed by powders of
copper and constantan with particle sizes betwen

30 and 100 pm.

were shocked to pressures between 1.3 and 9.4 6Pa.
were chosen because:

Copper md

These

constantan

(a) these metals have a 1arge dltference In absulute

thermopouer, (b) neither of the powders 1s maqnetlc, (c) We
rectlcm to the thermal mf

pressure ~or-

of copper and constantan has been measured

[14,15] and (d) the shock Impedances of copper rnd cunstantan are almost
Identical for the pressure range of Interest [11].

11.

SYNTHESIS OF CONSTANTAN IWDER AND THERMOCOUPLE CALIBRATION

Since powder of constantan could not be obtained cmsnerclallyp w
sized It by mchanlcal alloying. The starting materials ~re
powder and 45% nickel powder, by ~lght

synthe-

55% copper

(Alfa Products W10094 and #00665,

respectively). The =chanlcal alloying (MA) was done in a S?EX mixer 8000
mm’m,

as described elsewhere [16]. Following 5 hr ~f MA, the powder was

fulther homogenized by anneal In purlfled hydrogen at 150-C for
powder was finally ground to -2CNI~sh

in c SPEX chatterbox mdg’

using a hardened-steel dish and peg *lch mre
final product was dried In a N2 atmosphere.

M hr. The
8500

pre-cooled to 78X. The

Figure 1 shows the (111),

(200),

and [220) X-ray diffraction peaks

(Cu K-a radiation) as afunctlon of MAtlme.
MA constantan powder Is ~n

The lattlce constant of the

= 3.55 t 0.01 A which is somewhat lower than

the value 3.57 A deduced from Vagard’s law. This difference Is to be
expected [17.J.
8ecause the present constantan powder may contain iron Impu-lties introduced during MA, or hav~ a composition slightly different from that of
the

commercial product, the thermal emf of aur copper/constantan thermocou-

ple may differ fran that tabulated In handbooks of physics. The calibration of the porous thermocouple was performed with 45-cm long, l.5-nTn
dlaneter rods of constantan and copper slntered from the sane powders used
in the shock experiments. The reference temperature was measured with

Pt/Pt-10%Rh thermocouples which were themselves calibrated at the solidification temperature of high-purity silver. The measured emf-vs-l curve
covers the range 0-955-C. At 400”C, the emf of the present powder thermocouple exceeds that of commercial thermocouples by 11.4%.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The shock compaction experiments were performed with the 20-IHII
diameter gun of the Selsmologlcal Laboratory at the California Institute of
Technology. Two laser !MMWS located near the end of the gun wwe

used to

measure the flyer velocity.
Figure 2 Is a schematic cross-sectional view of th? shock assembly.
The figure shows a flyer and plastlc sabot after leavlng the gun and befo~~
impacting on the copper buff?r plate. The statically-compactedpowder, or
‘green’, was fabricated by pressing various layers of copper, constantan,
and alumlna powders carefully assembled Inside a cyllndrleal die. The die
dimneter was 20.3 m

and the final prsssure 140 GPa, giving a green density

of 5.27 g/cm3. A quartz tube (8 mn long, 14nmI 00, and 11.7 MII10) was
lmbedded in the powder, separating the copper and constantan powders. The
c?pper/ccmstantan junction is Inside this tube and Is parall~?lto the
copper buffer plate. The active dianeter of the thermocouple junction was
further reduced to 4.7Rm
(not shown In Fig. 2).

by the addition of a thin ring of alumina powder

This was done to avoid spurious effects from the

shock reflections at the powder/quartz Interface and to minimize the
effects of tilt between the shock wave front and the copper/constantan
lnterfac@. Copper powder was added behind the con~tantan powder to
facilitate the solderlng of the coaxial cable that transmits the signal to

the oscilloscope. This creates a second constantan/copper junction which
does not affect the measurements until the much later arrival of the shock
wave to that junctic~. The green is in vacuum and is held against the
copper buffer plate with a few drops of epoxy cement placed on its outer
cylindrical surface.
The internal impedance of the powder thermocouple was less than 0.1
ohm. Since the coaxial sable was terminated at the oscilloscope by its
characteristic impedance of 50 ohm, the measured signal was approximately
equal to the thermal mf.

For further experimental details see Ref.~18J.

IV. CALCULATED SHOCK FRESSliRE,ENERGY DISSIPATION, AND HU40GENEOUS
TEMPERATURE
Flyers made of Lexan, 2024 alwnln’wn,and copper were accelerated to
sp@eds of 1 to 1.5 km/s. The shock pressure was calculated by the
matching-shock-impedancemethod.
aluminum -re

The Hugoniots for solid copper and

taken from Ref.[19J. A smooth Hugoniot for copper powder was

obtained fran an analytical equation for porous media [21] which was fitted
to the data in Ref.[20]. The shock states calculated by this nu?thodassume
one-dimensional flow conditions. Since the flyer has a finite Jimeter,
conical pressure release waves propagate into the buffer plate and later
into the green. The dimmsions of the shock assembly in Fig. 2 were chosen
so that the lateral pressure release waves reach the constantan powder at a
p~int behind the copperlconstantan Junction.
For powders, the total energy dissipated by the shock wave largely
exceeds that which is stored internally as defects, etc.

Thus, to a good

approximation, the energy dissipated as heat is given by

(1)

E = PVo(VGo/Vo - 1)/2

where V. and Voo are the specific volumes (m3/kg) of the solid and
powder, respectively. For the present greens, Voo/Vo = 1.67. l~blc 1
contains the calculated shock pressures and shock energies for the four
tests performed.
The shock energy E is dissipated preferentially near particle boundaries and cavities in the green. However, after a time th (of the order
of 200 ns [4]), the compact reaches a homogeneous temperature, Th.
what follows m

Ifi

calculate Th in copper and fn constantan as a function of

shock energy dissipation, E.

In sections 5 ~d

6W

compare these values

ufth those deduced from the masured emf.

Neglecting the difference

between Cp and Cv, Th Is given by the impliclt equation,
Th

cpdT = E

(2)

{

where To Is the Initial (tanbient)temperature.

In the temperature range 400 < T’< 1200 K, the specific heats at
constant pressure, cp, and thermal conductivities, K, of copper and
constantan are satisfactorily described by the relationships [22]
(cal/g”K)

=

0.085 +2.4

X 10-5 T(K)

(3a)

(cal/g”K)

=

0.087 + 3.7 x 10-5 T(K)

(3b)

Kcu (cal/s”cm”K) =

1.02

- 2.1 x 10-4 T(K)

(4a)

Kcn (cal/s”cm”K) =

0.02

+ 8.0

10-5 T(K)

(4b)

Cp,cu
Cp,cn

X

where the sub-index cn denotes constantan. For a given shock energy
dissipation E, the homogeneous temper&tures Th,cu and Th,cn were
calculated from equatior~s(2)-(4). mcau>

cp,cn iS slightl;’larger

than Cp,cu, Th,cu Is approximately 6% larger than Th,cn. However,
the Cu/constantan junction assumes a temperature Tj that is independent
of tfme and fs given by [23].
T=T
J

(5)

h,cn - (Th,cu - ‘h,~n)~(~-l)

where ~ = (Kcu/Kcn)(Dcn/Dcu)l/2and G is the thermal diffusivity.
The curve in Fig. 3 shows the calculated T~ as a function of shock energy
dissipation, E.

v.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
Figure 4 shows the time dependence of tht thermal emf for run # 798,

photographed fran the oscilloscope screen. The traces for the other three
experiments are almost identicsl in shape. Figure 5

iS

a

schematic

of

Fig. 4, which defines characteristic temperatures and time constants. The
oscilloscope is triggered by the shorting of the thin enumel-coated wire
placed In front of the buffer plate (Fiq. ?).
wwe

Ouring the time the shock

is traversing tne buffer plate and copper powder, the emf signal is

zero. Because the copper powder

is

at

ground potent.lal,a negative pulse

appears *en

the shock front arrives at the thermocouple junction. The emf

signal raises to a peak value Vp in time tl.
constant tz, to a va~I.Je
Vh.

It then decays ~th

time

A careful ●xamination of Fig. 4 shows that

Vh alSO decays in time but at a much slower rate.
Table 2 sunwnarizesthe emf measurements, the junction temperatures,
and the characteristic tires deduced fran these measurements. A direct
emf-to-temperature conversion using the calibration curve described in
section 4 gives the T’h values in column 2 of Table 2.
be corrected for the pressure dependence of the emf.
been described in detail in Ref. [11].

Thesg values must

This correction has

From equation (5b) in that work it

follows that at a pressure P and temperature T the measured emf is lower
than that at P = O by an mount
AV(WV) = 0.14*P(GPa)”T(K)

(6)

The pressure correction to the measured emf is given in column 4 of
Table 2.

Column 5 in this table has the corrected Th values. The four

dat~ points in Fig. 3were plotted with the data In column 5 of Tables 1
and 2.

VI.

@ISCUSSION
Variables in the shock consolidation of powders are the shock energy

dissipati~n E (proportional to the shock pressure P), and the duration of
the shocked state, td.

A model was recently advanced [4] which predicts

the regimes of E and td for the optimum consolidation of powders. The
model is based on an analysis of the consolidation process in terms of
discrete physical processes, each characterized by a time constant. These
are:

(a) densification of the powder to the bulk density and melting of

material in the proximity of interparticle boundaries (time constant tr),
(b) solidification of the nwlt pockets (time constant ts), (c) thermal
relaxation within the shocked material to a homogeneous temperature T~
(time constant th). and (d) thermal rela~ation of the compact to anbien’.
temperature (time constant ta). The present measurements support this
model, M will be discussed next.
Following the arrival of tbe shock front at the copper/constantan
interface, the emf signal tncreases rapidly to a peak value Vp. The
measured rise time, tl, ‘s between 45 rnd 81 ns,

Preliminary measurements

using thin film thermocouples [23] gave tr - 40 ns.

Because the tilt

betueen the flyer degree [18],

buffer plate at Impact can reach values of up to one

the tl wasurmmts

are most llkely an upper llmlt for the

actual temperature rise-tlm at the copper/constantan Interfaces. Thus,
an ~per

limit for the width of the shock front Is w = vs”tl, tiere

vs Is the shock veloclty In the powder. Using the averages of the values
In colmm

4 of Table 1 end collann6 In Table 2W

obtain w _ 90 pm.

This

width Is within a factor of 2 frcxnthe dlwneter of the copper ~pcuder(40 to
70 pm) or the constantan power (30 to 90 pm).

The width of a shock front

in powders has been ●stimated [6] to be 3.6 times the particle dimter.
The present measurements give a somewhat lower value.
The ~ak

voltage signal, VP. Is reached near the completion of the

denslflcatlon of the powder. At this point the temperature in the cunpact
Is heterogeneous, with the material originally surrounding voids and particle

boundaries l~ing hotter than the pmtlcle Interiors. However, since

not all the copper/constantan particle boundaries react,ihe sane temperature, Vp cannot be eas!ly Interpreted. If w

assume that all the parti-

cle boundaries have the same electrical impedance, then Vp gives the
average of the distribution of emf from the different copper/constantan
interfaces.
Following the peak value, the emf signal decreases quasi-exponentially
with time constant t2 to a value Vh.
cal value of t2, as -11

In what follows w

use the numeri-

as the observation that t2 >> tl, to Infer about

the temperature distribution in the powder at the end of the densification
process.
Several authors [4,6,9] have assuned that the shock energy E dissipated during the rise time is deposited at the particle surfaces. It is easy
to show that if this Is the case, the relaxation time for the coolinq of
the heated surface Nst

M

approximately equal to the shock rise time.

Consider, for exumple, a semi-lnfinlte solid at temperature To that is
Irradiated for a time interval tl by a heat flux Fo.

The temperature of

the lrr~diated surface Is given by [24]
T . To +

1

■

Atl/2

10 + A[tl/2 -

o<t<t~

(&tl)l/2]

(7)
(8)

where A = (2Fo/K)(D/x)l/2. Thus. the initial rates of heating and
cooling at the particle surfaces are equal. The smne conclusion follows

from Fig. 10 In Ref. [9_j,which shows the nmerical calculations of Wrdin
(1984) for the surface temperature of a uniform sph~re irradiated for a
finite time by a constant heat flux Fo.
with the present measurement, ~ich

Both exmnples are in conflict

show that the initial cooling rate

largely exceeds the heating rate (I.e., tz >> tl; see Figs. 4 and 5).

The

discrepancy arises from the assumption made in the the nmdels that the
shock energy is dissipated at the surface of the particles.
lows w

assume amre

realistic model In With

In what fol-

the shock enerqy Is dissi-

pated in a band of thickness AX surrounding the original powder particles.
Ue further simplify the nmde; by assuming a one-dimensional temperature
distribution, as shown in Fig. 6.

At t = tl the hot regions are at

temperature Tp and have a thickness Ax. Ue further assume that the
shocked material Is solid and hcnnogenous(no mlt

present), afldthat the

thermal properties (specific heat, thermal conductivity) are constant. lhe
temperature distribution during cooling, T(x,t), has been deduced [23] in
the form of a series expansion. For x = O it r~duces to:

‘(o’t’) = ‘h ‘$

~ an exp(-D n2n2t’/d2)
n=l

(9)

where t’ = t - t~, Th iS the homogeneous temperature for t + CD,and
an =

JdT(x’,0) cos ~dx’.

(10)

o
From synxnetryconsiderations, ~

= O for n = odd.

Furthermore,

from equation (10) and Fig. 6 it is easy to realize that the coefficients
an have approximately the same value as long as n < d/Ax, but decrease as

l/n for larger vaiues of n. Thus, the initial decay in T(O,t’) is primarily determined by the exponential term in equation (9) with n = d/Ax.

Using

this value of n, ~nd equating the decay time constant in equation (9) with
the masured decay time ta, we obtain Ax =1[(Dt2)l/2. With tz = 200 ns
and D = 0.5 an2/s (average of the ther-mal dlffuslvities of copper and
constantan in the regime 400 < T < 1000 K), w obtain AX = 10pm.

The above results have a further Implication. Because the shock
energy E is dissipated within a skin af thickness Ax/2 surrounding each
particle, the onset of interpartlcle me?ting requires a critical shock
energy Ec. For sphelical particles, ~/~

heat of fusion.

t

the

■

3Ax/d, uhere ~

present powders with d

■

60 ~

is the

and the estimate

.

Ax = 10 km, ~/~

“ 0.5.

Measurements of melt fractions as a function

of shock pressure ~2,9J end of shock energy ([19]; Vreeland and coworkers,
this conference) show the existence of ~.

The later ~asurements in

Marko-1064 al~oy (Ni5205M038Cr86105)give ~/~

= 0.3.

The present tests do not discern whether there is interparticle
melting.

Recovery experiments by Morris in tool steel powder ([2]; see

also discussion in Ref. L4]) show that interparticle melting occurs for
shock energies in excess of 380 J/g.

8ecause copper has a larqer thermal

diffusivity than steei, it is unlikely that interparticle melting took
Pl@ce ~n the first three tests in Tables 1 and 2.
time

However, the emf VS.

record for Test 802, with shock energy E = 363 J/g, shows a cooling

time constant,

t2 = 630 us, which is significantly larger than that for the

tests at the lower shock energies. This increase in thermal relaxation
time is suggestive of the formation of melt pools.
The present measurements of tl and tz at the copper/constantan
interfaces can be compared with the time constants tr and th calculated
in Ref. [4] for iron-based powders . This shows that tl = tr = 40 ns.
The relaxation time for reaching a homogeneous temperature near the
Cu/constantan interfaces is roughly 3“t2 = 0.6 ms.
for the Fe-based powder, tr = ICIms.

On the other hand,

This difference is explained oy the

smaller thermal diffusivity of Fe, by a factor of 10.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The temperature kinetics at the boundary of powder particles of copper
and constantan has been measured during shock consolidation using the
powder itself as a thermocouple. Ue conclude that:

(1) The Initial rise time in temperature lasts between 45 and 80 ns.
From this it follows that the width of the shock front is approximately
equal to the particle size.
(2) The peak temperature largely exceeds the homogeneous temperature
of the thermally relaxed compact, showing that during densification most of
the shock energy is deposited near interparticle boundaries.
(3) The time constant for the thermal relaxation of the compact to
the homogeneous temperature Th is significantly longer than the shock
rise time. This means that the shock energy Is not deposited at the
particle surfaces, as previously assumed, but within regions of finite
width. Assuming these regions surround the powder particles, we estimate
their width to be 14 ~m.

(4) The ~asured homogeneous Wnperature Is In excellent agreement
with the temperature calculated using the measured flyer velocity, density
of the powder, published Hugonlots for copper powder, and thermodynamic
data. This agreement gives confidence on the asswnptlons usually made for
the analytical treatment of shock waves In powders. In particular, It
shows that the deformation front in a metallic powder Is Indeed a
steady-state one-dimensional shock front.
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TABLE 1 Shock parameters for tests In porous copper/constantan
thermocouples.
Calculated

Measured
lest #

Flyer
Material

Fiyer
Velocity
(km/s)

801

Lexan

Shock
Pressure

Shock
Veloclty In
Cu powder
(km/s)

(GPa)

Shoek
Energy

(J/g)

1.49

0.75

1.3

50

?0.05

tO.06

*0.2

29

798

2024 &

loos

1.23

3.5

135

800

2024 A.I

1.39

1.63

6.0

232

802

Cu

1.13

2,03

9.4
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Table 2 Homogeneous temperature and time constants deduced from the emf
versus the records.
Test 4

tlGi

Measured
emf

Th ‘

?ressure
CorrectIon
to emf

‘h

Measured
tl

t~

(mV)

(K)

(mV)

(K)

(ns)

(ns)

-6.5*1.5

403t30

0.073

410f30

67*13

140*30

798

-20.0

626

0.31

631

81*13

2ZO*30

800

-38.0

877

0.74

890

45212

200*20

802

-58.4

1148

1.51

1165

63t31

630t60

FIG.

1

X-ray diffraction Intensity (Copper K-a radlatlon of amechanlcal-

ly allo~d mixture of 55% copper and 45% nickel powders.

(a) After

mechanical alloying (MA) for 10 mln; (b) after MA for 3.5 hr; (c) after Wl
for 5 hr and a thermal anneal In purified hydrogen at 750-C for 16 hrs.

FIG.

2

Schematic cross-sectional view of the projectile and shock

assembly.

FIG. 3

The curve gives the calculated homogeneous temperature at the

Interface between the compacted copper and constantan powders as a
function of shock energy. The dots are the masured

homogeneous

temperatures In shock expe?lments at four dlffernt shock energies.

FIG, 4
#798.

FIG.

Photograph of the oscilloscope trace of the mf
Vertlal scale:

5

20mV/dlv.

Horizontal scale:

signal for test
0.5 ~s/dlv.

Schematic of the trace In Fig. 4, defining the voltage signals

Vp and Vh, and the time parameters tl and tz.

FIG. 6

One-dimensional nmdel for the temperature dlstrlbutlon at the

beglnnlng of the shocked state (end of the shock rise time).
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